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Sinosteel Xingtai
Machinery & Mill Roll
Co., Ltd.
Build the world’s most powerful roll- making enterprise
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Company

Introduction

Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd. was founded in 1958, with
half a century’s continuous exploration and innovation, it has now become China’s
most important R&D center and production base for metallurgical machinery
products and spare parts. As a leading roll maker in China, Sinosteel-XTMMC has
been guiding the development trend of domestic mill rolls for decades.
Sinosteel Xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd., originally founded in 1958,
is the first enterprise established by Chinese government specialized in producing
mill rolls and complete sets of metallurgical equipments and spare parts, it is now the
worldwide largest mill roll research and development center and production base.
The company is located in Xingtai City, Hebei Province, which has a history of
3000 years. The company has an site area of 1.23 million square meters, plant area
of more than 400,000 square meters and total assets of 4.5 billion Yuan. It possesses
9 specialized mill roll production lines for all the ferrous and non-ferrous rolling
mills, and more than 3500 sets of specialized equipments for melting, casting,
forging, heat-treating and machining of mill rolls. The annual mill roll production
capacity is 180,000 tons.
The company developed and manufactured China’s first home-made ROKOP
billet continuous casting machine, the first home-made coke dry quenching
equipment, and the first home-made 6m and 7.63m coke oven armature. It has now
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three complete production lines of CCM, CDQ and coke oven armature with an
annual production capacity of 80,000tons.
For 50 years, the company’s business has spread all over the world, its mill rolls
and metallurgical equipment has already become the first and foremost choice of
international renowned steel enterprises, and they have been exported to over 40
countries and regions.

Technical

Capability

The company possesses a technical team of over 1000 experts, with China’s
unique officially appointed specialized mill roll research institute - Xingtai Roll
Research Institute. The company possesses the only nationally approved Postdoctoral
R&D Institution in mill roll industry and one of the first batch of provincial-degree
Technology Centers in Hebei province. The company has won 13 awards for national
key new products and 52 technological awards at ministerial level. It developed
several hundreds of new products that filled domestic blank, being all the time the
first to develop and manufacture new types of rolls. The company is the drafting unit
of the national mill roll standards and the only one in mill roll industry to win a
national gold medal for quality.
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World’s Leading Excellent Equipment
The company is equipped with 39 sets of modern heavy melting equipment, 38 sets
of casting equipment and 120 sets of heat treatment facilities, including 45-70t ladle
refining furnaces, electric arc furnaces, electro-slag remelting furnaces, medium
frequency induction furnaces, advanced vertical and horizontal centrifugal casters,
double frequency quenching machines, differential heat treating furnaces and car-type
heat treatment furnaces, all of which are at international leading position.

The company is equipped with one 3150t hydraulic press, one 3150t oil press
and one 8000t oil press as well as various types of specialized CNC lathes, millers,
borers and grinders, 469 of them in total, including the advanced CNC movable beam
gantry boring and milling machine, the 10t and 50t high precision CNC grinding
machines imported from U.S.A, and China’s largest CNC roll grinder and roll lathe
with 100t and 160t net load.

The company is equipped with 250mm large-sized floor-type boring and milling
machines,16m milling planers, TK6919 CNC boring and milling machines, planning
machine and drilling machines, over 200 of them in total.

Excellent Products
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Excellent Products
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Excellent Products

(3)

Main Applications of Cast Rolls
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Main Applications of Forged Rolls
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Cooperation Partners

Sinosteel-xingtai Machinery & Mill Roll Co., Ltd.
Address: No.1 Xinxing Street Hebei, P.R. China 054025
Website: www.xt-roll.com
Tel: 0086-319-2116386
Fax:0086-319-2116018
Email: jck1@xt-zhagun.com
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